35 Years of Service
Sony 4K Action Camera
Framed Art Print
A dark walnut wood framed art
print entitled "At the Cliff" by artist
Robert Bateman.
Size with frame: 41.75"W x 33.75"H

Take POV action movies to a
new level with high-resolution
4K2. Capture stable images with
balanced optical SteadyShot. Shoot
anywhere with Action Cam realworld rugged design. The body
is splashproof and freezeproof,
and supplied underwater housing
is dustproof, shockproof and
waterproof to 60 m/197 ft.

Ninja® Mega Kitchen
System
Multi-functional, with frozen
blending, food processing, dough
making and nutrient complete
juicing capabilities. Includes 72oz.
professional blender jar, 8 cup food
processor bowl, and 2 professional
single serve cups for blending and
juicing. Dishwasher safe.

Hybrid Laser Range Finder
The Hybrid is the world’s first Golf
Laser Rangefinder and GPS combo
device with a fully integrated
display featuring both laser and
GPS distances. PinSeeker with
JOLT provides the golfer with short
vibrating pulses to give a tactile
confirmation that the laser has
locked onto the flag.

Diamond Pendant & Chain
A 17" long 14K white gold necklace
with diamond pendant. TDW 0.25

Dyson Hot & Cool Fan
The Dyson Hot + Cool fan provides
fast even room heating and
powerful personal cooling - now
with jet focus control. Personal
mode for long-range powerful
heating and diffused mode to heat
the room quickly and evenly.

Dyson Ball Multifloor
3 Piece Luggage Set
A 3 piece nested luggage set
featuring double wheels, top and
side carry handles, multiple storage
pockets, expandable capacity, flush
mounted TSA combination locks
and built-in ID tag. Comes in your
choice of black, red or white.

This Dyson vacuum is light weight
and agile, without sacrificing
suction power. The Radial Root
Cyclone™ technology captures
more dirt and allergens from you
home. The self-adjusting cleaner
head smoothly transitions across
all floor types and the instant
release wand cleans up high and
under furniture.

Items may not be exactly as shown due to manufacturer’s discontinuation. Substitutions will be of equal or greater value.

